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WELCOME
Dear Newbies,
Congratulations on embarking on one of the most terrifying & challenging yet rewarding journey
and welcome aboard! You are currently reading the first year survival guide, arguably your best
friend and new bible for the next few months. So make sure to read it all!
My name is Sunwoo (or call me Sunny) Kim, and I am the 2018 TUMSS Student Welfare Officer.
My job in conjunction with TUMSS is to make you feel at home as much as possible - whether
you’re from Tassie, interstate or overseas. Medical school is a journey unlike anything else you’ve
experienced before, and we’re here to make your next five years as smooth as possible. Come and
find me if there’s anything you want to talk about. Alternatively, there are heaps of other people
you can talk to if you don’t like me - whether it be your year reps, anyone else on the TUMSS
committee, staff from the Sachool of Medicine... help is always around the corner!
For now, take your time to go through this guide and find out how best you can make the most of

Dear 2018 First Years,
Congratulations on your acceptance into the School of Medicine – it is my absolute pleasure to
welcome you to the course!
My name is Eli Cropp and I’m the president of the Tasmanian University Medical School Society
which you will soon come to know as TUMSS! TUMSS is your student society, run by a group of
medical students from all year levels, and the only society representing all medical students across
the state. I am a third year student studying at the Hobart Clinical School, and I am very excited to
welcome you to this fantastic course at the University of Tasmania.
I have no doubt that your medical degree will bring you some of your best memories and friends to
last a life-time – but it can also be a tough balancing act between studying, socialising, sleeping and
remembering to charge your laptop before lectures! But worry no more, TUMSS is your one-stop shop
for everything you need to make the most out of your time in medicine. From textbook exchange, to
motivation speakers and the best costume parties you’ll ever go to, TUMSS really has it all! On top of
the academic, social and wellbeing programs and events we run, our door is always – we will be your
helping hand whenever you need it, your listening ear for any concerns, and your biggest fan for any
achievements.

med school + Hobart. Before you know it, you’ll be outta here and saving lives!
Happy reading and I’ll see you at Med Camp!
Sunwoo Kim
Med III
Student Welfare Officer

This is just the first page of your medical journey and it’s a journey that can take you anywhere.
From Gunbalanya for a John Flynn Scholarship Program Placement to Perth for AMSA National
Convention 2018, from Reykjavik in Iceland for an elective to the Netherlands for Honours – this
course has so many opportunities if you keep your eyes open! The demands of study will keep you
more than busy if you let it, but I strongly encourage you to jump on these opportunities when they
arise, whether they be academic, related to student societies or extracurricular activities. Though 5
years might seem like a lifetime, I can assure you that it will fly by so make sure to enjoy your time
as a student while you can.
TUMSS is also part of the Australian Medical Students’ Association (AMSA): a phenomenal
organisation which is the peak representative body for all 17,000 medical students around Australia.
Each year AMSA holds some incredible events, namely AMSA Convention (the largest student run
conference in the world), the Global Health Conference and the National Leadership Development
Seminar. These events are a must attend at least one time (or five) throughout your degree so make
sure the keep an eye out for when to apply to come along!
As part of your orientation, TUMSS will be holding MedCamp on the 2nd March - 4th March - Sunny
Kim, your Student Welfare Officer has written to you to explain this event is not to be missed!
Medcamp was one of the best experiences of my medical degree so far, and you only get one chance
to come as a first year. Some of my friends didn’t go, they still cry about that poor decision weekly!
Sunny and I look forward to welcoming you and introducing the rest of the TUMSS committee
during your first week of orientation. Please don’t hesitate to approach any of our team if you have
questions about the course (and how to cope with it), TUMSS or AMSA events, or any other concerns.
Congratulations again on joining medicine, and on behalf of the entire TUMSS committee we are very
much looking forward to meeting you all in orientation week and MedCamp!
Kind regards,
Eli Cropp
President
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What’s your ATAR? What’s your UMAT? Nobody

Careers Night and Electives Night offer a great

cares anymore, you made it baby!

chance to learn some new skills, prepare for
your future (in Med and the real world) and

After a gruelling year of study, tests, re-tests

score some free food and sponsored merch in

and exams (or not so gruelling year of beers

the process. Keep your eye out for more details

in Bali or cocktails on Koh Samui) you’ve

of these events and plenty of others as the year

finally made it through to the next stage of

goes on!

your journey; welcome to UTAS med, Cohort of
2022! Before you get the chance to realise how
far away that really is, let me take a minute to

Step 3: SWOT VAC.
All year you’ll be tell yourself that it won’t

summarise your path through first year (from an

happen, you won’t be the one locked in your

academic perspective) in 3 easy to follow steps:

bedroom or the library with a pile of textbooks
(probably with the plastic still on them) and a

TBA

TBA
Junior AMSA
Rep

Step 1: Completely forget that there is an

bigger pile of disposable coffee cups.

Saranya

academic side to university at all.

The hard truth is that whether it’s the icing

Costa

going to be completely different to anything

getting through two semesters of uni while still

you’ve ever thought of as ‘school’ before in your

asking “which one is lecture theatre 1 again?”,

life. Between Med Camp, O Week, Societies day,

SWOT VAC is where the magic happens. To get

barrels and being mashed together in a cohort

the most out of the study period try working as

with 120 strangers, it can be tough to find the

a group, and be sure to tell each other that “it

time to fit any learning into your busy social

won’t be like this next year” at least once daily.

TASIN Chair

The first couple of weeks of med are probably

on the cake of a solid year, or the penance for

schedule. Step 1 is all about remembering that

Arad
Khodarahmi
& Michael
Armarego

Ynez

TSPS Chair

AMSA Advocacy
Team Rep

HowlettJansen

this is fine, and that (try as you might to keep

While this all sounds pretty exhausting, keep

the ball rolling) things will eventually settle

in mind that there are 4 or 5 hundred other

down, and it will be your new found mates that

UTAS Med students who have been through it

help get you though the roller coaster of a time

all before and are more than happy to lend a

that’s ahead of you as you trudge towards 2022.

helping hand or load you up with advice. Make
good use of your mentor, get to know the senior

Step 2: Enjoy the packed academic calendar of

students on Med camp and never hesitate to

2018 however it suits you.

contact myself or the TUMSS academic team if

Once you’ve settled into your new routine and
getting up for 8am lectures doesn’t feel quite so

you have any questions or need a helping hand
(just know I might be busy in SWOT VAC).

bad anymore, start to dip your toes into some
of the academic events TUMSS are offering
throughout the year. Far from being “just

Colin pettman

another lecture” to attend, events such as the

Med V

Tasmanian Leadership Development Seminar,

TUMSS Vice President Academic

How to succeed in your first year of medicine from
two people who now have the benefit of hindsight
Welcome, and congratulations! Getting into medicine is no easy feat, and you should all be super
proud of your efforts to get here.
As two people who lived through the pain last year we wanted to be able to give you some tips and
tricks that will help make the transition into medicine as smooth a ride as possible, and give a brief
outline on what to expect over first year.

And now, some non-academic tips:
•

is an absolute MUST for meeting new people, and TUMSS, IMPACT and other groups put

First things first, “succeeding” in medicine does not mean getting perfect marks. Succeeding is about

together heaps of awesome events you can attend and get to know other people.

balancing all aspects of your life so that you can do well academically, but also socially, physically,
emotionally and mentally. Whilst this degree will become a massive part of your life for the next 5
years (and onwards!), it is just a part of your life. Being involved in sports, hanging out with friends,

•

and you’ll benefit from knowing more and more people in the year with you.

make your University experience so much more fulfilling. Here are some tips that we think are useful

•

•

you’re going through at Uni.

not THE best) in your academic cohort, and it can come as quite a shock to many people when
on an exam still means you’re good enough to be a doctor)
•

Many of you might be worrying about what textbooks to buy, what websites to use, and what
resources are the best to learn from. The best resource for learning is your mates, as they will be
able to remember things you have forgotten, and you will be able to teach them. (P.S. – friends
with previous science or pharmacy experience are super valuable, treat them well)

•

If you have luxury of being able to, treating medicine like a 9-5 job is a really good way of
managing your time. It gives you plenty of time to study between lectures, and will give you
many evenings and nights free for non-medicine things. Try and have 1 (if not 2!) medicine free
days on the weekend.

•

Spend the first few weeks of first semester working out how best you study, learn and
memorise. Drawing, note taking, summarising, flash cards or a combination of all of them!
Viewing things two or three times before SWOTVAC makes that last-minute memorisation so
much easier. (P.S. – medicine does not offer any past exams, so that option is out)

•

Second semester has LOTS of anatomy to remember, try to stay on top of it week by week.
Preparing for dissections and practical sessions might seem like a waste of time, but you get so
much more learning out of them if you do.

The mates you make, and study sessions spent giggling, are the best parts of Medicine. Your
friends will also be there for you if things start to get a bit tough, and they will understand what

Acknowledge that it is IMPOSSIBLE to learn everything. You will all be used to being one of (if
they realise they can’t learn everything. That’s fine, no one else in your cohort can either. (50%

If you’re coming into medicine from Hobart already knowing lots of people in the course, branch
out! Your CBL group is a great place to meet new people who might not know anyone else yet,

going to parties and Netflix bingeing are all important parts of living a well-rounded life, which will
for succeeding over this year.

There are about 130 other people in first year with you, get to know them! Attending MedCamp

•

Have fun! (it sounds cliché, but studying medicine is worthwhile AND really enjoyable).

Finally, a brief intro into what to expect in first and second semester:
CAM101 - First semester is all about laying down the groundwork for what’s to come. It’s quite
broad, but much of it only really scrapes the surface. Anatomy, Biochemistry, Cell Biology, Histology,
Immunology, Communication Skills and Public Health all feature heavily in first semester, as well as
smatterings of other subjects like Pathology and Pharmacology.
CAM102 - Second semester feels a lot more like you’re learning proper medicine. The whole semester
takes a focus on the musculoskeletal system, so most of the stuff you learn will be focussed on bones,
joints, muscles and nerves. There is a LOT of anatomy (try and keep on top of it – flashcards are your
friend here), and lots of pathology. The best part though is learning how to clinically examine all
those muscles and joints (except for the 8am lectures).
Best of luck! Feel free to find either of us around Menzies, or message us on facebook to say hello, if
you need some advice or people to talk to. We are both pretty easy going, and don’t bite.
Tom Maughan and Elyse Wilson
Med II

YEAR 2 & BEYOND
MED II- Second year continues the systems based
approach, starting with cardio and respiratory in
first semester then moving to the gastrointestinal
system and renal in second sem. It’s fast paced
and making time for frequent competencies (clinical exams) can be challenging. Learning is more
practical than first year and by the end you’ll be
able to present a case including the specific history, exam, investigations and possibly a diagnosis.
Charlotte Bannink Med III
MED III - Third year sees you (finally) getting
to spend some time in the hospital and putting
that shiny stethoscope and clinical clothes to use.
You’ll spend three days a week on one of four
rotations that you move through throughout the
year – general surgery, primary care, clinical
specialties (obstetrics, paediatrics, and psych) and
general medicine. This involves a mix of in-hospital teaching like ward rounds, small tutes from
clinicians, and learning procedures on dummies
(the plastic kind, not your fellow students). The
other two days are spent in lecture and lab based
teaching. First sem topics are neurology (rip) and
endocrinology. In second sem you say goodbye to
some favourite lecturers – here’s looking at you
Derek – in favour of an odd collection of more
clinical topics that tbh just didn’t fit anywhere else
(cancer, haematology, legal and forensic medicine,
infectious diseases, global medicine). This is all in
the hope of having you ready to be let loose in the
hospitals across the state for 4th year.
Beth Grimmer Med IV

MED IV - Largely, your weeks will be a mix of
lectures (usually on one day of the week, depending on clinical school) and ward activities all
other days. Different clinical schools have slightly
different ways of doing lectures and clinical rotations. Especially in terms of the number of hours
of lectures you have and the specialities available
for 4th years to rotate through. . Given the slightly
different teaching it is good idea to study based
on the 4th year unit outline and CBL documents
available on MYLO.
You have to log 2 short cases/day and 2 long cases
per week. Don’t leave the logging till the last minute, it piles up really quick!
You also have NPS online modules for pharmacology which can be a really good study resource..
This is an exciting year with all the clinical exposure but also a year of change; especially so if
you’re moving away from home too. Look after
your classmates and talk to the 5th years if you
need help! :)

HOT TIPS
TIPS/suggestions
- Check your email regularly
- Check MyLo regularly
- Make use of all the resources/quizzes
- Use of useful apps
o OneNote: import PDF lecture files, annotate them & keep them in tabs of
lectures/themes
o Essential Anatomy: super useful for CAM102. Learn about muscles, bones,
arteries and nerves etc. Costs $40-45
- Most importantly, do not overwhelm yourself – balance between study and non-academic activities is the key. Try go out socialise with others, achieve physical and mental
wellbeing by doing what you love, and reach out for help if you are struggling

Textbooks
Here are some ways you can get it:
1.

TUMSS online marketplace

By far the most economical place to buy books. Join the Facebook group and you have
the opportunity to provide new home for those beloved textbooks from your senior

Agnes Park Med V
MED V - 5th year is when you really start putting
everything you have learned over the past 4 years
together. You have finished all your written exams
and you focus on applying your knowledge in
practical situations. Most importantly 5th year is
focused on preparing you for your medical internship.
Your final exams will be in early August, so you
don’t get much of a settling in period as exams
will creep up on you faster than you expect. On top
of this you will be preparing resumes and interview answers for internship job applications so its
important to keep up to date.
Once exams are over you have a couple more
months of placements which tend to take a back
seat to general post-exam revelry followed by a
bewildering realization that you’re going to be
doctors in a few months (and with any luck, some
bloody good ones at that).
Mason Habel Ex-student

colleagues. You also may get lucky and have extremely important points highlighted for
your convenience, leading you to success!
2.

Book depository

This is an online bookstore for people who prefer the sweet sensation of unwrapping
the plastic wrap. Free shipping available but delivery may take up to a few weeks!
3.

Co-op (Sandy Bay)

These are your most expensive options, but being local Hobart shops will allow you to
get brand new books straight away!
This may be the most expensive option but being local Hobart shop will allow you to
obtain brand new textbooks without waiting for shipping!
Always remember: you can always access some of the textbooks from the library!

Hot study spots
-

Hollydene House (located right beside MS1, kitchenette included)

-

Clinical School Library (you can book study rooms)

-

Pathology Museum (located on level 3 of Clinical School)

-

Morris Miller Library on Sandy Bay Campus

SOCIAL VP REPORT
EVENTS TO GET KEEN FOR:

Heya, we’re Brit and Ollie. Brollie. Ollit. Never mind.
We are your Social Reps for 2018. We ran unopposed; however, the majority of you didn’t seem to reject
us.

No fear, it’s going tibia okay. Promise we can B. cereus. In fact, we take our party planning far

more seriously than we take our histology practicals. Friends (? victims), you’re in for a wonderful, weird
and wild year.
For those of you with the weak “oh but I have an essay due soon” excuse, don’t worry. Alcohol works
wonders on your short term memory, and before long you’ll be experiencing assignment amnesia.
Bangers and bevs are just the beginning. You can’t possibly miss the mischief your mates get up to, and
your Monday convo material needs to extend beyond the anatomy of the foot. Crack a tinnie with us and
get involved in the best part of the course.
Our events aren’t ALL about the drinking. As responsible future physicians, pathologists, and drug &
alcohol counsellors, we recognise that there is a time for liver regeneration and OJ.
Let’s address the elephant in the room: Med-cest. Studying in Tasmania – specifically, studying Med in
Tasmania – you will find yourself in the midst of an incestuous parade. You know you should branch out.
But have you tried Tinder locally?! Before you know it, you’ll find yourself falling head over heels for that
girl who chews her highlighter in row 5, seat 2. Or the library guy who writes you a love sonnet about
the wheal and flare reaction. But it kinda makes sense right? You have the same personalities (Type As),
same social lives (none), same opinions (‘Law students are the worst’). Conclusion: no need to expand
the gene pool.

MedCamp Party: Freshers, get ready for Camp
Woodfield. Bound to be an unforgettable weekend
- although you may need your new mates to help
fill in the gaps the morning after. Brace yourself
with Berocca and antiemetics, and have your dignity
ready for disposal. And yes, full body paint is totally
an outfit.
Societies Day: Arvo booze-fest in the first week of
uni. Tends to conveniently clash with a forgettable
Domain 3 lecture – thus, non-attendance is clearly
inexcusable. Sign up for uni societies that you will
never actually be a part of, but milk the drink and
food deals for all they are worth. It’s probably the
only time you’ll see those hotties from a non-Med
course - so don’t let this opportunity go to waste.
MedParty: Top tip from us (now older, and a
Budweiser): don’t go ale out at pre’s. Med-nificent drink deals and a barrel of laughs are coming
your way. Embrace your inner Arts student (or seek
Mum’s help) and create not just a costume, but a
masterpiece. The more ridiculous, the better.
MedBall: The classiest of classy events...perhaps not
by 10pm. An opportunity to wear something other
than a Spice Girls/Turtle/Policeman costume (no
hate, we froth costumes). Three
course meal. Open bar – you
have our permission to drink
more than your money’s worth.
? New events: stay tuned,
future colleagues.

Brittany Kay & Ollie Markey
Med III		

Med II

You will leave inspired to become a better student, change the world, and party harder than ever.

Welcome to medicine!
You are going to hear a lot of acronyms over the next few years, but the only one you really need to know
is AMSA – The Australian Medical Students’ Association. I’m Liam, your AMSA representative on TUMSS.
Stuck away in Menzies you might start to forget the rest of the world exists, but I’m here as your link to
the 17,000 other medical students across the country.
What is AMSA:
AMSA is the national body for medical students, run largely by really motivated medical students jacked
up on too much coffee. It draws from the amazing talent pool of the nation’s medical students to advocate for us and run amazing events. As your AMSA rep, I represent you and vote on your behalf at AMSA
councils. More importantly, I take you all to AMSA Convention for the best week of your life (see the
article by Declan).
Advocacy:
AMSA is the platform for medical students to express their views as a powerful collective. As you’ll
soon realise, for better or for worse, the voice of a medical student holds more weight than we probably deserve. AMSA channels this to advocate on a range of issues. Their primary focus is advocating for
us, on topics of medical student wellbeing, training, and internship positions. Secondarily, AMSA takes
positions on global health issues (global warming, refugees, human rights), and topical Australian issues
(euthanasia, conscientious objection, same-sex marriage). Once AMSA’s voting members approve a policy
(via their AMSA reps), AMSA lobbies governments and other key stakeholders on the issues. There are
three AMSA councils each year attended by Eli (TUMSS President) and myself where we vote on policies
and set AMSA’s national agenda. TUMSS funds guests to attend these, so if you are at all interested in
this side of AMSA send me a message - and make sure to keep an eye out for applications!
Events (make sure you give Declan’s article a read for more info on Convention)
For some historical reason lost to time, medical student culture has strongly embraced the costume party. By the time you read this you should have been invited to MedCamp – and the Saturday night party!
Don’t underestimate the importance of the costume theme – put in a decent bit of effort and you will
win some serious respect from the older years. If you enjoy a bit of fun then AMSA has you well and truly
covered as well. There are two main events on the social calendar – AMSA National Convention (in Perth)
and AMSA Global Health Conference (in Melbourne). Both are full to the brim with some of the most interesting and inspiring speakers you will ever hear, and the best nights of your life at ridiculous parties.
They rotate city every year and the privilege of organising and hosting is hotly contested. You guys could
not have picked a better time to start medicine – Declan Hilder and his team are bringing Convention to
Hobart in 2019!
If you want to know more about AMSA, want to check out some student discounts your membership
gets you, or to sign up (really cheap and well worth it) – head to www.amsa.org.au. If you want any info
about anything AMSA, chuck me a message on Facebook or email me at amsa@tumss.org.au.
Liam Virtue
AMSA REP
MED III

What: AMSA National Convention, a week-long epic adventure to ‘the other side’
Where: Perth, Western Australia, home of beaches, sunshine and good weather
When: July 2nd til 7th (conveniently in your mid-winter break)
Who: you, your fellow UTAS Rangers, and 1000 other medical students from across Australia and NZ
Why: This is one of the most unique opportunities available to you as a medical student. World-class
plenary sessions, hands-on workshops, meeting medical students from the other universities, and bonding with your fellow UTAS Rangers. And did I mention the social nights? 1000 medical students dancing
the night away in their absolute top effort costumes.

Got your attention yet? Awesome. Now let me try and describe the truly indescribable.
Day time: imagine 1000 of Australia’s brightest and most passionate university students in one room,
listening to and discussing the people and the issues at the cutting edge of health and society. From
leading medical researchers and doctors, to inspirational people who have fundamentally changed the
social and medical landscape of the world, Convention offers an almost overwhelming source of inspiration, motivation and future direction. In amongst this is some of the most intense and banter-filled
debating you will ever see, competitions, scrumptious food. The midweek day off sees you competing
against universities in anything from bubble soccer to the Emergency Medical Challenge.
Night time: let your inner party animal out for some of the biggest parties of the year. With venues
previously including abandoned jails and theme parks, social nights are sure to exceed any expectations.
And as you’ll discover at MedCamp, medical students love costumes. Convention costumes are the ultimate expression of medical student creativity (mostly how little you can get away with wearing).

Cost: sorry this one hurts. $1000 for everything, including registration, accommodation, all meals, all
transport (excluding to and from Perth), and access to all social nights.
Convention is an opportunity totally unique to medicine. Every single Con-veteran that you talk to will
swear that it is worth the cost of going. It’s an opportunity to connect with almost 60 years of Convention culture, meet your peers at UTAS, meet your colleagues on the mainland and party till you drop.
Even more exciting, Convention is coming to Hobart in 2019. Keep an eye out for opportunities to get
involved in 2018!
If you’ve ever got any questions about Convention, or anything else AMSA related, feel free to contact
either your AMSA Rep Liam Virtue or myself.
See you there!
Declan Hilder, your friendly third year and AMSA nut
Convenor ¦ AMSA National Convention 2019

Hi first years!
My name is Ynez and I am a fifth year in Launceston. Last year I was the UTas AMSA Global Health
Representative. Through this role I was involved with IMPACT, our UTas Global Health Society, as well
as AMSA Global Health which is the largest project of AMSA. One of my favourite parts of this role was
coordinating the UTas delegation to the AMSA Global Health Conference (GHC).

What made you want to study medicine and be a doctor? Was it the fat pay check that you get at the end
of this five year degree? Or have you just ‘always loved science’? Or was it something else… Did you apply
to medicine because you want to make a positive impact in the world and help people all over the globe,
not just in Australia? Does the idea of working in hospitals in Cambodia or Ecuador or Namibia excite you
and fill you with a passion for change? If you answered yes to either of the last two questions, then get
excited because Impact is here to the fan the flames of your burning passion for Global Health!
Impact is the Global Health society of the University of Tasmania. We run events throughout the year
that aim to promote awareness of issues affecting the health of developing communities, both locally and
internationally.

GHC is the second largest AMSA event (after Convention) and it brings together 600+ medical students
in a different city each year for 5 days of an inspiring academic program focused on global health, and
5 amazing themed social nights. If you’re interested in global health at all or would like to learn more,
whether you are interested in climate change and environmental health, sexual health, non communicable disease, refugee and asylum seeker health, or if you’re just interested in attending an amazing
conference and getting to know students from UTas and other universities then I would definitely recommend attending!

Our three biggest projects throughout the year are: Red Aware, Code Green and Crossing Borders.
Here is a quick summary in list form, just because I like lists:
1.
Red Aware: our sexual and reproductive health campaign where try to change things like the
fact that a diagnosis of HIV/AIDS in Africa is almost a death sentence.
2.
Code Green: our environmental health initiate where we do things like tell the Turnbull government that it needs to pick up its game when it comes to renewable energy and committing to the 2015
Paris Climate Agreement.
3.
Crossing Borders: the refugee and asylum seeker advocacy platform where we take a stand
against Australia’s atrocious treatment of asylum seekers.
If any of these causes speak to you on any level, please get involved!
But don’t worry, while we take these matters very seriously, we also like partying in the name of Global
Health. Don’t miss out on key events like Impact Quiz Night and Red Party. Quiz Night raises money for
a charity in Sudan (but it also happens to always be held at a pub with cheap drinks). Red party is where
we shower you all with condoms and give the proceeds to Sexual Support Services (#toptip; if you want
to make a lasting impression on the older years, ask 3rd year Daffyd Jones what he did to get kicked out
during his first year Quiz Night).

Above the the UTas GHC family at one of the social nights in Adelaide this year! The UTas fam generally
hang out a lot and do group costumes for some of the social nights!
This year GHC is being held in Melbourne from August 17-21, registration will happen online in early to
mid May. Make sure that you like the GHC Facebook page to stay up to date with all the details, they will
release the speakers, social nights, and registration information here!
Coordinating the Tasmanian delegation to GHC will be your AMSA Global Health Representatives Pete
Donkersely (Med III) and Georgia Roberts (Med IV). In order to stay up to date with the latest on GHC like
them on Facebook or get in touch with Pete, Georgia, or myself for more details!
Ynez Howlett-Jansen
Med V, Launceston Clinical School
2017 AMSA Global Health Representative

We are always looking for keen enthusiastic volunteers, and also need 2 first year representatives. Application details will be sent out in early 2018 via email.
For now however, good luck newbies! First year is hard work and it’s easy to get bogged down in cell
biology and forget why you started med in the first place. But don’t worry, Impact will always be around
to help you remember (and get you drunk in the process).
See you soon! Xoxo
Impact President
Olivia Carr
Ps. Please feel free to come up to me and say hi and start a conversation/discussion/argument with me
about any or all of the above subjects! I promise to give you my undivided attention for approximately 3
minutes (after that I can’t guarantee anything because I’ll probably want to go find a snack or play with
a Frisbee by that time #sorrynotsorry).

THE TASMANIAN ANATOMY AND
SURGERY INTEREST NETWORK (TASIN)
Rustica is the University of Tasmania Rural Health Club. We aim to promote the positive aspects of rural

First and foremost congratulations for making it into medical school, and welcome to a lifetime of

health careers to all health science students by offering scholarships and professional development op-

learning. While your first year of university will be plagued with lectures, lectures and lectures, fear not,

portunities, and advocate for our members both locally and on a national level.

TASIN is here to rescue you with exciting surgical knowledge!

Rustica holds a number of skills events over the year that all medical students are invited to attend. If

TASIN is a network created by Tasmanian medical students (very much like yourselves) who were

you’re at Medcamp, you’ll get an introduction to these skills events there. We teach things like ve-

passionate about anatomy, radiology and surgery. While our events unfortunately don’t replace your

nepuncture, suturing, and cannulation. These days are great in first year - you get learn some hands on

lectures, we offer great extensions to your budding medical knowledge, especially how to apply this in a

skills rather than just sitting in lectures.

clinical setting.

Rustica also holds rural high school visits, where groups of UTAS students go to high schools around

For 2018, TASIN aims to make surgery less intimidating and more accessible to medical students. We

Tasmania to talk to students about health degrees on offer, and teach fun skills like plastering. These

plan on continuing our well known workshops on scrubbing and gowning, wound care and suturing, as

days are heaps of fun, and are always enjoyed by the high school and UTAS students!

well as continuing ultrasound tutorials. Our big event of the year is our annual surgical careers night
being held in September (don’t forget to pencil this into your diaries!). Additionally, this year also brings

Our Rural Networking Dinner and Cocktail connect UTAS health science students with experienced rural

the possibility of a surgical mentor program (TBA).

health professionals; they are a great way to make contacts and get career inspiration. We also send a
number of students each year up to Shepparton to an Indigenous festival to promote health and health

To ensure you receive updates on our events, go to Facebook to like TASIN, and any questions can be sent

careers.

to me on this page.

Join up as a Rustica member and follow us on Facebook to keep up to date with the latest events. Every

I look forward to seeing you at our events!

one of you will be involved in Rural Health at some point in this degree and we’re here to help you get

Saranya

the skills, info, tips and contacts you will need to make the most of these opportunities.

TASMANIAN STUDENT PATHOLOGY SOCIETY (TSPS)
Hey guys, welcome to first year, you’ve got a lot of fun ahead of you! We are Arad and Michael from 4th
year, the co-chairs of the Tasmanian Student Pathology Society. Over this year you’ll see events hosted
by us that we hope you’ll find interesting such as lectures from people in the field, visits to the labs in
the hospital and much more that will re-enforce and building on what you learn. Pathology is one of the
cornerstones of modern medicine and will play a big part in your careers, regardless of the path you take.
Even if you’re not that interested we have free food so that’s a good enough reason to turn up.
Like the ‘Tasmanian Student Pathology Society’ facebook page to keep up to date with what’s happening.
We are also looking for people to help and get involved in running the society with us. This is a great
chance to get some experience right from first year that will be helpful as you move through life at uni
and is great for future resume building. Even if you think you have no clue, TSPS is the perfect place to
start learning and leading. Send us an email at pathology@tumss.org.au to find out how you can get
involved. Hope to see you all at some events this year! Good luck
Arad Khodarahmi and Michael Armarego

ISSUE FOUNDATION
General Practice Students Network (GPSN)
General Practice Students Network (GPSN) UTAS is a student-run club that supports medical students
interested in general practice. There are GPSN clubs at all 21 medical schools across Australia.

Do you want to take your passion for global health even further? Getting involved with The ISSUE Foundation might just be the thing for you!
ISSUE is a society dedicating its time to fundraising for sustainable rural health projects in Uganda. Each
year we raise funds for projects such as malaria prevention through mosquito net distribution, HIV testing, and working with local health and community organisations. You don’t have to have completed your
medical degree to go on a great elective and provide valuable support and knowledge to a community!

Supports for members include:
•

Social events

•

Clinical skill sessions

•

Talk, seminars and conferences

•

Peer support

•

Networking opportunities

•

Pre-Work Prep & Finance Talks

ISSUE holds many fundraising events throughout the year including bake sales, dinners, gigs, and raffles- there’s heaps of opportunity to get involved. So get a group of friends together, whether it’s to have
a mass baking afternoon or even to jump on a plane to see through our projects in Uganda! Either way
you’ll have an enjoyable and rewarding experience.
If you’re interested in being involved with ISSUE through fundraising or going to Uganda, email:
<theissuefoundation@gmail.com>
Ayame Ochi
Med IV

GPSN UTAS also supports the GPSN National Working Groups, which consist of
1. Community Working Group
2. Research Working Group
3. Rural Working Group
4. Close the Gap Working Group
GPSN National Working Groups develop national initiatives that tackle important issues facing medical
students. They aim to provide experience and a pathway for students wishing to pursue further roles in
policy making, research, and public health as well as increasing the productivity of GPSN at a national
level.
GPSN is also affiliated with General Practice Registrars Australia (GPRA), the peak voice for the next
generation of general practitioners.
What’s better news? GPSN membership is free!
And as a member of GPSN, you’re also a member of GPRA.
GPSN & GPRA will be with you through your whole journey — from medical student, to hospital rota-

TASMANIAN MEDICAL ORCHESTRA
Despite the ominous naming of this booklet, studying medicine definitely involves more than just ‘surviving’ (although ‘thriving’ might be a bit of a stretch at times!!). You will quickly notice the recurring
theme of “don’t stop doing whatever else you enjoy” in advice from lecturers and latter-year students
throughout the first few weeks.
This might seem like a tall order. If one of your passions is playing music, it can be almost impossible
to find the time, and instruments can remain untouched without you even really noticing you’ve missed
them. But they don’t have to sit gathering dust. Enter the Tasmanian Medical Orchestra.
WHO: we are a student-led orchestra for all medical and health-related students and staff (and sometimes friends)
WHAT/WHEN: We have weekly or fortnightly rehearsals (depending on availability) held after 5pm on a
weeknight, working towards a number of performances throughout the year, including the annual TMO
concert and other Medicine-related gigs.
REQIRED STANDARD: you must enjoy having fun and making music (srsly though, whether you’re a
maestro or have had to mount an archaeological expedition just to find your instrument again, we are
already excited to have you on board (we’re an excitable bunch)).

tions, to your time as a GP registrar.
Check out our national webpage at https://gpsn.org.au/
Sign up today online or email any enquiries to utas@gpsn.org.au

For the super keen, keep an ear out for more information about the Australian Medical Students’ Orchestra (AMSO) and the Australian Doctor’s Orchestra (ADO) throughout the year. Both are fantastic opportunities to play awesome pieces in huuuuge orchestras!
Looking forward to hearing from you (or at least seeing you at our concert)!
Michael Young on behalf of the TMO team
Get in touch: tasmanianmedicalorchestra@gmail.com

GET INVOLVED
TUMSS PUBLICATION
The medic is your one stop shop for issues which matter most to medical students in Tasmania. Covering
academic opportunities, culture, art and analysis of issues affecting medical students. It’s a place where
you can remain informed with articles written by medical studetns just like you. We’re always looking
for writers, editors, visual and graphic artists, so if you’d like to be involved just email the Publications
Officer at publication@tumss.org.au and help tell Tasmania your medical student story.

GYM
For those of you from interstate looking for
some places to snap that gym #selfie, we’ve
got you covered
Zap Fitness 24/7
Zap is the gym for you if value for money, extensive equipment and convenient locations are
high on your list of priorities. There are almost
25 locations across the state, including one less

Cameron Marshall
Med IV

than 400m from Menzies. Change rooms and other
general facilities are slightly lacking but gyms are
open 24/7 and membership only costs $12.95/week
(plus other reasonable joining fees).

TUMSS SPORTS
Q: Why do good students run marathons?
A: Because education pays off in the long run!
There is no better way to get your endorphins flowing than playing sport with TUMSS! Don’t panic - I
promise you don’t need to be able to run marathons (ABSOLUTELY NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY), just
wiling to throw yourself out there, meet a few new people and have a wicked time!
The Interfaculty Shield is a competition that happens each year, where TUMSS shows how athletically
advanced we are over the plebs in Law and Engi. We take on cricket, netball, touch football, soccer and
AFL! It’s a brilliant way to get to know your mates outside tutes and study groups, and also for you guys
to get to know the older years (come & share a few bevvies after the match). But seriously, sports is such
a fab way to show a bit of self love (as much as you won’t believe me know, I promise you will be okay if
you miss that one lecture!!) as med can get a bit hectic at times, stay connected and know we’re all in it
together.
Hopefully this year we will be bringing back TUMSS running squad & Intrafaculty events (i.e. med
dodgeball let me hear you say way ho).
Work hard play hard xx
Sarah Grace
Sports Officer

Charlotte Bannink

Aquatic Centre
Offering 65 classes a week, the aquatic centre

Anytime Fitness

gym is suitable for beginners to pro athletes (@

Located in Sandy Bay and in centrally in Bathurst

zan_jod). It is so close to Menzies just up on the

St, Anytime Fitness is open 24/7. Membership

domain, within easy walking distance. They also

ones with a bonus app to inspire your training

have a weights area and machines including tread-

plans and hit your workout goals! They also offer a

mills, cross-trainers, steppers, rowers and bikes.

7 day free trial and have change rooms and private

If you like, you can even get a membership with

showers available.

access to the pool!

F45 Training

All Aerobics Fitness

F45 (Swanston St) are 45 minute classes which

All Aerobics is a 24/7 gym located 3 minutes from

focus either on cardio or resistance (alternating

Menzies, which caters for all your gym needs. It

days). The intense classes push you to your limits

has extensive cardio equipment as well as a floor

and follow a circuit/boot camp type structure

dedicated to weights training. With an extensive

that changes daily, so you never get tired of the

program of classes which run all day (spin, HIIT,

routine. There are usually 2-3 PTs at each class

boxing, run, yoga, circuit, bar, step - just to name

that motivate and guide you through the exer-

a few) it is a perfect gym for those who want a

cises. They have morning and lunchtime classes,

mixture of classes as well as 24/7 access to work

which are the perfect times to get your sweat on

though their own programs. Housing a ladies only

(and make you feel way less guilty about how little

section also makes this gym unique from others.

exercise you get the rest of the day)! Whilst their

The staff are extremely friendly and willing to an-

memberships are pricier than the 24 hour gyms, if

swer any questions you may have - seven day free

you ask anyone who is addicted (me) it is beyond

trials run all year, as well as different membership

worth it! They offer 7 day free trials so come a

prices which are affordable to suit everyone indi-

long and give it a go!

vidually. 100% would recommend!

Isabella Stafford

Hannah Steele

FOOD

DRINKS

Pigeon Hole

COFFEE

32 Argyle st, on the block past Collins st (from Menzies)
MON - FRI 7.30am-3.00pm
SAT - SUN 7.30am- 1.00pm

Pigeon hole is a small cafe close to Menzies with a trendy
interior, minimal seats, and sells the best pastries in
Hobart. They serve a very hipster cold brewed coffee, a
small range of filled baguettes, and sweet desserts. Recommendations include the plain bagels for
$2, croissants, and pain au chocolate (if you can score one before they sell out). Grab something
on your way to uni to beat those mid-morning lecture cravings.
Charlotte Bannink
Med III

JACKMAN & McROSS
57 HAMPDEN RD. BATTERY POINT

Villino
30 Criterion St, Hobart
8am-4:30pm weekdays
Coffee & Food <$15
Up there with the best coffee in town in a cosy, trendy space. They also have delicious toasties,
pastries, and small meals, all served by super friendly staff – and it’s only a 5-minute walk from
Menzies!

Yellow Bernard
1/109 Collins st, Hobart
7am-4pm weekdays
Coffee and pastries
Yellow Bernard consistently produces delicious coffee (top 3 in Hobart) in a standing room only
space on Collins street, about 5-10 minutes’ walk from Menzies. They also have a range of delicious pastries and a couple of tables outside to chill out on.
Isaac Hose
Med III

MON - FRI 7AM-6PM
SAT - SUN 7AM- 5PM
There’s something about Jackman & McRoss at Battery Point that makes it a beautiful place to be
on a lazy weekend morning... or when you’re pretending to have the time to be lazy, one week
before exams.
Maybe it’s the smell of freshly baked bread, coffee, the display case full(!) of sweet pastries and
desserts. They are delights to both the eyes and the mouth. (And more often than I’d like to
admit, my face and hair as I devour them. Tell me about extremely chocolatey chocolate croissant
that is flakey and chewy at the same time, AND the size of your face?!)
Maybe it’s the abundance of natural light through the windows; shuffling chairs on the wooden
floor of a renovated heritage building; or the humdrum of conversations that fill every corner of
the room.
Maybe it’s their selection of savoury food, perfect for brunch en masse after a particularly eventful night out (or more typically, med parties). Tell me how this sounds: smoked salmon stuffed
with scrambled egg on Danish pastry; chorizo, gruyere, caramelized onion wrapped in puff pastry; an outstanding scallop pie. Also, have I mentioned their croissants yet?
Agnes Sowan Park
Med V

PUB
PREACHERS
5 Knopwood St, Hobart
MON - FRI 12PM-11:30PM
SAT - SUN 12PM-12AM
With constantly changing array of some of the best craft beers (and ciders) around, Preachers is a
spot that’ll keep you coming back for more.
The outdoor area’s a great spot for a drink sesh with the mates, complete with an old bus to have
you bevs in if you’re looking for something different, and the food (burgers, onion rings, ect) go
alright too!
Decked out with a bunch of outdoor heaters to get you through winter, but still make sure you
bring a good coat in the cooler months to get you through the cold beers ;)
Claire Finlay
Med III

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
FOOD
• Machine Laundry Cafe: watch people do washing while eating. Great menu
• Room for a pony: hip cafe in North Hobart; provides wooly blankets in winter
• Daci & Daci: Warm European decor and nice pastries to treat yo self
• Honey Badger Dessert Cafe: diabeetus fix in one serve
• Thai Veggie Hutt: tasty vegan food for non-vegans & vegans alike
• Da Angelos: quality Italian food
• Frank: South American feast
• Local Pizza: not so local (Berriedale) but 10/10 crust, good after a day at MONA
• The Standard: 5-mins walk from Menzies; one of the best burgers I’ve yet encountered
• Berta: in North Hobart; they have waffles

COFFEE
• Two Folk Espresso: popular among hospital staffs (i.e. great coffee)
• Pilgrim Coffee: great food, great coffee & great location; got bare brick walls
• Artisan: coffee comes with a biscuit and in an artistic cup
• Courthouse cafe: just across the Menzies - great for 2 mins coffee break between lectures
• Jamaican Mist: have good brunch menu and offers a variety of cake options to go with coffee
• Hudsons: Hudsons; located on Liverpool St

DRINKS / CLUBS
• The Brunswick Hotel: post-exam gathering spot. All-you-can-eat chicken-wings on Tues night
• The Metz: located in Sandy Bay; good for escaping fellow medlets
• Mobius Lounge Bar: One of Hobart’s few nightclubs, known as the dungeon
• Obar: Again, one of the few nightclubs in Hobart; there’s a rabbit on the way in
• The Telegraph Hotel: great spot to start the night; has cheap drinks
• Cargo Bar Pizza Lounge: feeling fancy? Cargo offers fine cocktails
• Grape Food and Wine Bar: if you lost your crew, highly likely to find them here

LEISURE
• Salamanca Market: tasty food and local Tasmanian products. Open every Sat from 8:30am-3pm
• Hobart Twilight Market: every 2nd Fri during daylight savings (Oct-Mar) from 3pm-7:30pm
• Farm Gate Market: every Sat from 8:30am-1pm on Bathurst St
• Museum of Old and New Art (MONA): a must see for anyone coming to Hobart
• Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery: Opposite the wharf and Grand Chancellor
• Mt. Wellington: 20-mins from the city; 1200m; has many bushwalks but can climb up by car
• Botanical Garden: 5-mins walk from Menzies; great place for a picnic

